BWT Bio Water Technique

Experience Sauna Reinvented
SIMPLICITY IS A GOOD THING
We have trail-blazed the sauna industry for almost
one hundred years. We now introduce the only
multilayered sauna experience on the market. A
new dimension in modern sauna solutions. And it
is handmade in Finland, as usual.

A SAUNA THAT CHANGES WITH YOU
The new BWT-ready sauna provides a
multidimensional experience of pleasure and
relaxation in true Amerec fashion. Our patented
technology incorporates a stainless steel water
reservoir between heating elements (in the
middle of the rock chamber) to introduce soft
humidity to the sauna. A multitude of sauna
experiences in one single and ingenious sauna
solution.

ONE HEATER. MULTIPLE SENSATIONS
Indulge in a multilayered sauna experience.
Enjoy your favorite sauna alone or share
different experiences with others. With a
BWT-ready sauna heater it is all possible. The
flexibility of BWT opens up a number
of opportunities for pleasurable sauna
experiences that you can all enjoy.
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BWT ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Keeping CO2 emissions to a minimum and your pleasure at a maximum
Less wear and longer life protects your
investment. The generally lower levels
of heat used in a BWT-ready sauna from
Amerec means less stress on the sauna
room and hardware. Your sauna room
will last longer and the simple engineering
of BWT keeps technical maintenance to
a minimum.

Faster warm-up time, same sauna sensation,
but with a much lower energy consumption
and less CO2 emissions. With a BWT-ready
sauna solution, you get the full sensation
of heat in less time. Using the physical
properties of steam, you get the sensation
of heat in half the time compared to regular
sauna.

The BWT Heater Range

FONDA

HIMALAYA

LAAVA

THREE SAUNA TYPES FROM ONE HEATER.
BWT makes it all possible

Gentle Sauna

Flexi-Sauna

Hot & Dry Sauna

Add water to BWT container,
set temperature to:

Fill BWT water container and
set temperature to:

Use BWT without water and
set temperature to:

120-140 º F

140-175 º F

175-190 º F

Gentle sauna
Enveloping steam
Longer sessions
Bio-aroma available

More humidity
Lower temperature
A gentle sauna experience
Bio-aroma available

High Temperature
Low humidity
Intense sauna sensation
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